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it’Hearing the words “s tumor,” threw Sara Phillips’ From the award earning, best-selling author of, The
Persecution of Mildred Dunlap, comes a tale filled up with soul and enthusiasm which will leave the reader
great deal of thought for days following the last page is closed.his name was Ben. Based on real occasions,
Ben and Sara discover that when all else fails, healing can come in the most unexpected methods.— In this
narrative, the energy of love conquers shadows and transforms the very character and meaning of what it
really is to be fully alive. existence into chaos, until an urgent turn of occasions and a opportunity
encounter with a stranger changed everything—Lee Fullbright, author of The Angry Female SuitePaulette
Mahurin compassionately renders an insightful tale about love and lifestyle in the moment, whenever a
instant is all there's. Both ordinary and incredible, Sara and Ben held me up at night rooting for them, as do
Mahurin of course, a author of exceptional heart, on her behalf tender and wise depiction of love against all
chances. A rare satisfaction, His Name Was Ben isn't to be missed.” Chilling and center wrenching, His Name
Was Ben is a overcome the devastating conditions and dread experienced when confronted with a terminal
illness.“
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A heartwarming read. Like is eternal. I must say, I really like Ben’s temperament throughout the entire
book. The story was truly inspiring and I would recommend it to everyone. While the other supports their
internal struggle all of them finds a way to become entire and bring closure with their dysfunctional
parents.My just nit is that at times the internalizing did get a bit excessive. By the end,? I sensed like I
knew all of them individually, and I cried with them over their tragedies and cheered their joy. Probably the
most incredible books I've ever read I’m giving this publication five stars for only one reason: I may’t
provide it six. It’s not really a conventional romance, it’s an exceptionally touching and emotional story of
two different people who meet under almost the worst of conditions in a tumor clinic, try to make the
best of what is still left of their lives and wind up finding the best of all possible worlds. Despite the
specter of loss of life overhanging them, Ben and Sara choose to live each instant of their remaining days,
and the road they decide for their shared trip is a story that will keep the reader transfixed and rooting
for these two indomitable people. This is not a book to be skimmed, to be raced through, but rather to be
read slowly and savored. Making the effort to sort out their family problems, they find a level of intimacy
neither provides previously discovered before.It rings true, and We don’t state that about many books. A
well written emotional journey. I almost expected to find the writer explaining that it was her own story.
Get this book, read it ... and be changed. The tale revolves around an excellent woman named Sarah who's

fighting Breast cancer. This isn’t an easy story to learn. But it’s a beautiful and essential one. It reminds
us that also if you’re life is about to end, it doesn’t mean you can’t love and be loved. A future is still a
future even if it’s a brief one and what you do with that time, matters. It starts with a story of Sara,
who's battling breast tumor. As her condition deteriorates, she starts losing all hope and also desire to keep
struggling when two things happen: her doctor announces that she had simply been accepted right into a
new research which has been showing amazing outcomes and, while seated in Dr. Walks us through the path
they’ve chosen. This book can be incredibly psychological and it’s worth it. A beautiful lesson about how to
start living if you are dying This book is a lovely lesson about how to start living if you are dying.We am not
conveniently captivated by a story on the subject of illness, especially cancer.I cannot leave this page
without writing more about Paulette Mahurin. Regardless of my dread of this issue, I was drawn into this
tale right away about two people who meet up with by possibility. Both have tumor with minimal chances of
survival but they manage to find a renewed passion for life through their involvement with each
other.Paulette Mahurin's genius outshines what on the webpages for she tackles a hard topic and the
result is a truly enjoyable and uplifting read. "His Name was Ben" is usually a tender and lovely tale that is
full of passion, life, and like. This story displays us another method to cope with this dreaded disease by
method of two people who fall in like and work through their angst with their families. A Story of Two
Bonafide Super Heroes Nowadays of way too many questionable, and even fallen, heroes, just what a
pleasure it is to discover two genuine heroes, also if indeed they do only live in the pages of a book. In this
case, however, the champions are actual because His Name Was Ben by award-winning and best-selling
author Paulette Mahurin is founded on a true story. Her appeal to Ben is quick and she requires a chance
and gets his get in touch with information but the following move is complicated. Check out her critically
acclaimed first novel The Persecution of Mildred Dunlap to check the veracity of my assertion.Ben and Sara,
both receiving treatment for end-stage cancer simply by the same oncologist, are the stars of the
impeccably-written and easy-to-browse novel of love and of discovery of the joy and fulfillment obtainable
in living in the moment, which, seeing that Mahurin reminds us, is all we are promised anyhow.The title gives
away the ending, nonetheless it is the getting there, the journey that while short is as long as the

characters need, this is the real story. This was just the right reserve for me to learn at this time in my
life because it nudged me toward counting my blessings instead of lamenting my losses. What follows is an
amazing, bitter-sweet tale of two people who fulfilled in probably the most unusual conditions and chose
that no real matter what fate brings their way, they would try and make the very best of what they



have, let it be for a couple days or a long time. It is ultimately a lesson of redemption found through love.
My father died from bladder cancer and just the mention of cancer brings back painful memories I have
attempted to bury. I don't know her personally. I wish I did. I just understand her through our mutual
cyber-connection as authors of books. But I don't brain stating that I am in awe of her gallantry, as a
writer, so when a person. She forges forward in her writing with out a hitch--there are no awkward
pauses for the proper word, the logical consequence, the very best concept, all of which are telltale signs
of an author unsure of her topic, or harboring uncertainties over its worth, or its acceptability, or even
prejudices against it. If her function was lacking wisdom, it will be easy to think her an innocent, for her
consciousness seems childlike for the reason that it has prevented being suffering from prejudice and
various other cruelties of the adult world. I highly recommend it. I suspect that instead, her soul and
center have already been purified by the fires of her own life, and of these others for whom she cares so
deeply. A lot of her most precious loved-ones are animals, canines specifically--attested to by the fact that
the gains from His Name Was Ben go directly to the rescuing of canines from destroy shelters and other
rescue efforts. Just think, your purchase of the remarkable book helps you to save the life span of a pet.
That is a blessing worth counting. A beautiful well crafted love story This book touches so many emotions
on so many levels, from sadness, love, heartwarming, heartache, joy and up-lifting that I had to wipe away

a tear or two. A must read! It's understandable that any tale with a doggie is a better browse and His
Name was Ben comes with an adorable mini-rottweiler. Everything Sarah was going through during her
treatment, was spot on. The fear Sarah felt cut back memories of my own fears. Afterwards in the
reserve when Sarah developed bloodstream clots, again I possibly could relate, having got five clots found
out on my lungs and three behind my knee while taking the drug Tamoxifen within my treatment. Being
unsure of how much time on earth either of these have, they approach their brand-new relationship with
wondrous eyes and gratitude for each moment.Many of us have shed loved ones to cancers and we are
shaken by their discomfort and suffering. Sarah and Ben develope a lovely friendship that evolves right into
a deep love for just one another. It’s an incredible love story that is told so well by the writer and I as
the reader felt it through every web page. A lovely, bitter-sweet story! It really is bizarre to like a book
of this topic but it was so well written that to give it anything but a 5 star rating would be unju Based on
a real existence event, Ben and Sara fulfill when he includes a low potential for survival and the girl’s
beginning an experimental treatment that gives her some hope of survival. An extremely touching love story
A moving and elegantly-written love tale about two cancer individuals who meet up with and fall in like.
While going right through her cancers treatment, Sarah meets Ben in the waiting room who is also fighting
cancer. It is a reserve that places the reader in touch with the characters from the inside, puts the
characters inside the reader and leaves the reader somehow different by the end. This was well worth
reading for the good writing and the moving story. None other, actually. Her emotions are natural and
genuine. I became invested in these realistic characters. His Name was Ben is usually a unique type of
romance. This is a difficult subject with a lovely lesson. Congrats to the author on an excellent job. But far
from innocent, I'm sure she is. My just wish was that they had met one another sooner. In the case of
His Name was Ben, the device works for maximum effect. There are so many dilemmas in this publication,
too many for those who are also battling cancer. But the writer writes their story therefore beautifully
and sensitively. Zimmerman’s waiting room, she sees a guy filling out a patient’s form. Ben - she catches a
glimpse of his name and number on his paperwork - is seemingly healthy and good-looking, and for the first
time in god knows how long Sara feels a spark of interest within her. It is a lesson in attitude adjustment,

in embracing a healthier, a more generous and compassionate perspective. What I must say i loved about
this tale is how actual every character felt. That said, Ben was a heartwarming examine. which I highly
recommend as essential read Extraordinary! That is most touching tale, that i highly recommend as a must
read. Paulette's books, all of which I have read with enormous pleasure, gets the knack of getting her



characters alive, with an ability of earning you feel as if you you live in the actual stories with her. She
actually is indeed an extraordinary article writer! I can’t state enough about this reserve. I’ve stated in
prior evaluations that Mauhrin’s composing style is simple and direct. A well crafted emotional journey. Once
again, Mahurin offers embraced a difficult, an uncomfortable topic, which seems her modus operandi as an
author, an approach from which many authors shy away, especially when so not used to the literary world.
Together they’re able to create a friendship and a feeling of companionship in addition to a romance. Being
truly a breast tumor survivor myself, this hit close to home. She’s afraid and ashamed of her condition. “His
name was Ben” is one of those stories that will stay with you long after the last page is turned. The topic
matter is definitely emotionally draining and the slight disconnect of the writer’s style assists the reader
absorb the magnitude of what the protagonists encounter and the inevitability of a connection and benefit
of support each supplies the other. Both protagonists have issues beyond their end of life diagnosis. If you
have a family with a whole lot of complications, they’re not suddenly likely to stop having problems because
you’re nearing the finish.
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